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Introduction

Much of the published writing about my practice, has focused specifically on the 

technical approach I employ when constructing the visual image, with very little 

detailed analysis of the underlying influences, visual language references and 

historical and contemporary methodologies embedded in the work. This exegesis 

titled “Abstraction, Space and Photography” identifies some of the fundamental 

aspects of the abstract visual language I create as a regional artist situated in far 

north Queensland and attempting to capture its ethos as location and conceptual 

construct. 

Consequently, at the outset I provide some context towards the development of 

the photographic process that I employ. Although I avoid singular focus on the 

technical aspects of my image making I am aware that both the technical and 

conceptual aspects of photography merge in an elemental, and even indexical way, 

when the artistic intent involves constructing abstract images. 

Concept and process are intrinsically linked and cannot be separated, as one 

informs the other. Anne Marsh describes this relationship:  

 Unlike conventional photographs Fitzgerald’s large landscapes are  

 constructed without referent in the outside world. Fitzgerald recreates his  

 experience of actual landscapes in these unique works by shining light  

 directly into the camera’s aperture – literally painting with light onto  

 the sensitive surface. The result sits between landscape and abstraction,  

 and challenges assumptions about photography’s identity as a medium.1 

The series of works developed throughout the Masters (produced 2014-2017) 

demonstrate an increasing maturity and progression in my practice towards 

a form of visual language which I would conceive as a kind of photographic 

abstract expressionism. Heavily influenced by, and in many ways attracted to 

the more traditional arts — their freedom of expression, additive capacity and 

representational qualities — this body of work explores photographic images 

which are imbued with a sense of the painterly and gestural, establishing 

pluralistic aesthetic connections and strategies of abstraction which stimulate the 

known — through visualising forms of the unknown. 
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In contrast to my previous works, these images are visually complex, being 

characterised by a sense of movement and spatial intrigue. In these works I aim 

to establish a resolved vernacular that moves beyond the experimental, thereby 

challenge preconceived notions and expectations for the photograph and going 

some way towards destabilising the accepted narrative of traditional photography 

as an indexical medium. The exegesis highlights a number of innovative elements 

I deploy in creating a contemporary visual language in this body of work which 

I contend offers unique insights into and perspectives on the environment and 

landscape of central and far north Queensland and northern Australia. I also 

present contrasting antecedent pictorial traditions and positivist attitudes which 

have typified the landscape genre that I evoke.

The following exegesis has been separated into two distinct sections allowing 

an opportunity to explore my dual interest in abstraction as a device across the 

mediums of painting and photography and as a vehicle through which to represent 

spatial subjectivity. Section One: Abstracting Forms explores key texts which I 

have found most relevant in the development of my practice drawing parallels to 

the theories and precedents established by critics such as Susan Sontag, Helmut 

Gernsheim, Aaron Scharf, Lyle Rexer, John Berger, to name a few. Section Two: 

Representing Space, Time and the Landscape investigates the primary subject which 

underpins my work discussing the philosophical notions of spatial construction 

alongside the shifting ideological influences which have underpinned the 

representation of landscape as it applies in the Australian context.  

Throughout the exegesis I have integrated discussion alongside works of key 

contemporary and historical artists and that of my own to emphasise the 

resonances between contemporary practice and theory. Artists such as Paul 

Strand, Man Ray, James Welling, Wolfgang Tillmans, Sigmar Polke, Susan Derges, 

to name a few, have not only inspired and motivated form and direction within 

my work but also share similarities in the pursuit of exploration within the 

medium of photography, seeking to both challenge the preconceived notions of 

what a photograph is, whilst simultaneously investigating new and progressive 

developments in the process of image making.   
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Section One 

Abstracting Forms

The early history of photography almost always begins with discussion of its 

relationship with painting and the “fine arts”, with arguably Aaron Scharf ’s classic 

Art and Photography 1968 recognised as the defining scholarly investigation 

outlining the immense influence of photography in the creation of artistic images 

in painting and the emergence and acceptance of the photographic medium 

throughout the twentieth century as a legitimate art form.

The language that describes photography and the camera apparatus has also 

inscribed ideas that have been compelling since the optical principles of the 

camera obscura were described in the tenth century. Later the desire to fix the 

image gave rise to the modern analogue inception of photography, patented by 

the French in 1839.2 Early proto-photographers — Louis Daguerre (French 

1787-1851), William Henry Fox Talbot (English 1800-1877), Hercules Florence 

(French 1804-1879), John Herschel (1792-1871) — wrote about light writing 

itself and subscribed that nature did the work: that nature (or the real world) 

transcribed itself into photographs via the mechanical device of the camera. The 

real world (nature) was thus transferred onto film, giving rise to the concept that 

photography was indexical, that it represented an index of the real.

Of the two famous inventors of photography: Louis Daguerre and William Henry 

Fox Talbot, it was Fox Talbot who immediately grasped the camera’s ability to 

isolate forms which normally escape the naked eye and which painting never 

recorded while Daguerre never conceived of going beyond the naturalist painter’s 

range of representation.3 

Lyle Rexer summarises this paradigm as:  

 photography, as usually understood, is ontologically wedded to the   

 world through the mechanism of recorded light. If a painting is something  

 made, constructed, accreted, a photograph is something harnessed, even  

 subtracted. What light does a photograph is, and we can see an image only  

 at the behest of impeded light.4
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In 1905 this paradigm was being challenged when Alfred Steiglitz (American 

1864-1946) opened “291” (Little Galleries of the Photo-Secession) in New York 

showcasing the works of early pictorialist photography alongside painters of 

the European and American avant-garde.5  Up until this point arguments about 

photography sometimes being an art had confused rather than clarified the issue 

because it tended to lead to a comparison with the art of painting. 

Through 291, Steiglitz - in partnership with Edward Steichen (Luxembourgian 

1879-1973) - positioned photography on equal footing with classical and modern 

art demonstrating that translation cannot usefully compare to an art of quotation 

and resemblances upon one another are purely formal, because functionally they 

have nothing in common. Most importantly it could be argued that this period 

of promotion of modern art in America (including photography as a medium of 

pictorial expression) would set in motion the evolution of photography towards 

abstraction and the emancipation of the medium from all other art forms in the 

years that followed.  

Simon Baker asserts: the notion of the photograph as an autonomous art form, 

with its own qualities and priorities, can be traced back to the United States to 

the work and advocacy of Alfred Steiglitz in the 1910’s and 1920s, and in Europe 

and the Soviet Union to the great avant-garde auteurs László Moholy-Nagy 

(Hungarian 1895-1946) and Alexander Rodchenko (Russian 1891-1956)—in 

both cases in the early 1920s.6

Man Ray’s (American 1890-1976) camera-less photograms produced, at that 

time, unconventional imagery challenging the notion of what a photograph 

means, whilst contemporaries such as László Moholy-Nagy and the Bauhaus 

school explored the reconsideration of what a photograph is. The Photo-Secession 

aesthetic would inspire a new generation of artists whom collectively would 

examine the elements of photographic process and how it could be extended, 

championing photography’s capacity to extend beyond the literal where elements 

of the image are intrinsically displaced, cast in new relations to each other, 

denying specificity hitherto unrealised in Photography.  
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Some 30 years later the culmination of this exploration, investigation and 

redefinition would result in the two most significant exhibitions that considered 

the relationship between photography and abstraction; the first Abstraction in 

Photography (May – July 1951), and the second The Sense of Abstraction (February 

to April 1960) were both staged by and held at the Museum of Modern Art, New 

York, in less than a decade.7 

These exhibitions would thrust the relationship between photography and 

abstraction into the limelight redefining the origins of abstract photography 

and how contemporary practice recast its history (Abstraction in Photography), 

and subsequently defining three formalised categorisations of abstraction in 

photography as: experimental or avant-garde; occasional abstraction; and 

accidental abstraction (The Sense of Abstraction).8

In his own survey of photographic approaches to abstraction Rexer contends 

that issues of disclosure, ambiguity and abstraction are intrinsic to photography 

and refers to abstract works as undisclosed images. He asserts similarly that there 

are three forms of undisclosed images: framing unfamiliar views of recognizable 

objects to implicate aspects of meaning, cognition and emotion; intervention 

of photographic processes to emphasis the qualities of the photograph to 

suggest visual analogies, inspire metaphors and aesthetic experience; and lastly 

conceptual or critical abstraction, in which the so-called textual and cultural 

aspects of photography provide the impetus for experiments in photographic 

deconstruction.9

These categorisations are interesting to me, not because they in some fashion 

formalise abstraction in photography, which in turn could be viewed as 

recognition of the medium’s ability to extend beyond what Barthes describes as 

semiotic system without a code.10  Importantly, such categorisation insinuates 

photography as having a kind of relationship with abstraction rather than it being 

abstract per se, thus questioning whether photography can truly be considered 

abstract as it appears, one way or another, to be reliant on its subtractive process to 

establish abstracted form. 



In her defining critique On Photography Susan Sontag describes photographs 

as experience captured and the camera as the ideal arm of consciousness in its 

acquisitive mood11. During my formative years this would certainly express my 

approach towards image-making; utilising the camera as a tool through which to 

record and document quotidian events, a form of visual positivism that rarely, if 

at all, sought to investigate beyond what John Berger describes as a “quotation” of 

reality.12

Compared to the expressive freedom employed by more traditional media such 

as painting, print making, and sculpture, my photography was almost entirely 

indexical, a transcription which was limited in its capacity to go beyond the 

visual representation of the subject and consequently restrained in its expressive 

application by its very own process.13 

My early investigations led me to experiment within the photochemical process 

of photography, creating images that were not codified by the expectations of the 

photographic image and bearing little visual relationship to any antecedent reality.  

Close-up observations of inanimate objects such as bottles and glass  

(Untitled 03) [figure 1], developed ends of film rolls (Untitled 80) [figure 2] 

and overexposed frames (Untitled 24, Untitled 79) [figure 3 and figure 4], and 

experimentations in painting with light directly into the lens and onto the film 

emulsion (Currumbin Falls 2002) [figure 5], would, to me, emphasise the 

exploratory qualities of photography and its relation to time, light, chance and 

agency.  

9
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Figure 3
Shane FITZGERALD
Unititled 79      1996
chromogenic print
60 x 50cms

Figure 2 
Shane FITZGERALD
Unititled 80      1996
chromogenic print
60 x 50 cms

Figure 4
Shane FITZGERALD
Unititled 24      1995
chromogenic print
50 x 60 cms

Figure 1
Shane FITZGERALD
Unititled 03      1995
chromogenic print
50 x 60 cms
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Figure 5
Shane FITZGERALD
Currumbin Falls     2002
Chromogenic print 
217x 108 cms
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I began to see these experiments and accidents not as some byway of photography 

but as its undercurrent. An opportunity to transcend the visual through the visual 

much in the manner of the more traditional arts and modes of image making.

These early explorations would define my visual aesthetic and are reminiscent 

of the groundwork undertaken by various artists whom sought to distort and 

manipulate the photographic image in the name of art. In this context I am 

reminded of the early works of Alvin Lang Coburn (American 1882-1966) 

[figure 6], Paul Strand (American 1890-1976) [figure 7], and Man Ray  

[figure 8], seeking to distort verisimilitude and emphasise obscurity to illicit 

feeling and response, invite and invoke new ways of seeing, or the first form 

of undisclosed images as previously described by Rexer; and contemporaries 

James Welling (American 1951-) [figure 9], Wolfgang Tillmans (German 

1968-) [figure 10], and Silvio Wolf (Italian 1952-) [figure 11] whom challenge 

interpretation and process through an awareness and celebration of artifactness 

implicit in, and very much the providence of, photo-chemistry, or a kind of 

amalgamation of the second and third forms of undisclosed images as previously 

described by Rexer.

Figure 7
Paul STRAND
Abstraction, Twin Lakes,  
Connecticut    1916
silver gelatin print
32 x 24 cms

from left to right:

Figure 6
Alvin Langdon COBURN
Vortograph   1917
silver gelatin print
30.6 x 25.5 cms

Figure 8
Man RAY
Untitled Rayograph    
[Kiki and Filmstrips]    1922
silver gelatin print
23.8 x 17.8 cms
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Figure 9
James WELLING
IRE1   2005 
chromogenic print
108 x 83.8 cms

Figure 11
Silvio WOLF
Horizon 03   2003-9
silver gelatin print
60 x 38 cms

Figure 10
Wolfgang TILLMANS
Star Struck #3   2000
chromogenic print
61 x 50.8 cms
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Interestingly, at this time in my practice I didn’t equate my images with art, 

they were observations, learnings and early discoveries which would inform the 

development of my own visual language through photography. Whilst developing 

a keen interest in photography’s ability to embrace abstraction as a means of visual 

language, I felt that these early works — whilst certainly intriguing and aesthetic 

— were devoid of any real meaning, lacking in formality, disconnected, accidental.  

Similarly, I was unaware of the prevailing dichotomy between painting and 

photography and the contested legitimacy of one over the other, or the prevailing 

shift from the Westonian position of photographic purity towards a new vision of 

“photographic seeing” which Sontag describes as to liberate photography, as art, 

from the oppressive standards of technical perfection; to liberate photography 

from beauty too… in which no subject (or absence of subject), no technique (or 

absence of technique) disqualifies a photograph.14

Sontag asserts that a photograph can never entirely transcend its subject due 

to its nature, nor can it transcend the visual self, which is in some sense the 

ultimate aim of modernist painting.15 Challenging this prevailing discourse and 

the typical tropes applied to photography my current body of work reverses 

photography’s subtractive tendencies more so towards the realm of drawing and 

painting—relegating the camera apparatus as a vessel through which to construct 

photographic images which are neither accidental nor antecedent and not bound 

by the visual self. 

The resulting works are not abstractions of a literal subject or place per se,  

but non-mimetic visual constructions and manifestations of a specific set of 

photo-chemical conditions which are conceptually underpinned to produce a 

visual work that is aesthetically contemplative, and which triggers an associative 

response of space or place.
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The process, or desire, to destabilise existing photographic conventions is nothing 

new. Celebrated experimentalist Sigmar Polke (German 1941-2010) would 

often use and misuse the indexical qualities of photography to conjure what has 

been described as the photographic unconscious.16 In his work 6 Urangestein 

Fotos [figure 12] Polke presents compositionally arranged panels in which the 

polymorphous indexicality of the photographic surface and the contaminating 

and corrosive effect of their precipitating chemicals evoke the functions of the 

unconsciousness. Systems of retrieval, corruption and destruction, or the unseen, 

become observable in the photographic form and thus metaphorically within the 

unconscious mind. In this fashion Polke’s technique seemingly draws correlation 

with Paul Valery’s 1939 assertion that the paper and the mind both store, invisibly 

and unaware, experiences that through some precipitate may be brought to light.17 

Figure 12
Sigmar POLKE
6 Urangestein Fotos   
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German artist, Wolfgang Tillmans utilises process experimentation in the 

development of his works to draw parallels between the artists’ experience 

and the photographic experience. In Star Struck #3 2000 [figure 10] Tillmans 

employs systems of improvisation, retrieval and photo-chemical corruption of 

the photographic paper to produce works which challenge us to an awareness 

of artifactness and the problems of interpretation posed by even the simplest of 

photographs.18  

Through the two aforementioned artists we are presented with contrasting 

insights into photography’s capacity to evoke the unseen.  One, a harnessing of the 

emulsification process to highlight physical and metaphorical parallels between 

the socio-political events of the period via the destructive nature of the photo-

chemical process; the other an exploration of improvisation in the photo-chemical 

process seeking to evoke movement and the visual representation of the unseen as 

it applies to the visceral appeal of music.19 

Physical and metaphorical systems of retrieval, corruption and destruction 

are evoked in the work Incendiary I: Canefire 2016 [figure 13], representing 

a significant shift in my process by combining the manipulation of the 

emulsification process synonymous with my practice in conjunction with 

corrupting the photographic print through soiled developer. 

Whereas Polke and Tillmans seek to challenge how we begin to make meaning of 

the photographic image via the photographic process, I seek via the photographic 

process to establish meaning and reinforce the inherent visual details and qualities 

associated with the subject and my experience with it – not to create art for art’s 

sake, to be different, or to push artistic expression in any direction. Section Two of 

the exegesis outlines the thematic motivations for, and products of, my technical 

engagement and experimentation with process.
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Figure 13
Shane FITZGERALD
Incendiary I: Canefire  2016
Fujiflex prints
153 x 225cms (overall)
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Section Two 
Representing Space, Time and the Landscape

The notion of capturing and representing space (and time) has remained 

a prevailing discourse throughout photography.  According to Sontag, 

photography’s ability to capture with immediacy a moment in time passes for 

incontrovertible proof that a given thing happened, asserting that a picture 

may distort, but there is always a presumption that something exists, or did 

exist, which is like in the picture.20 Berger reinforces this position implying that 

photography, unlike drawing, does not possess a language due to the fact that 

photographic image is produced instantaneously by the capture of light and 

therefore its figuration is not impregnated by experience or consciousness.21

Yet in spite of this inherent attribute of the medium artists such as  

Hiroshi Sugimoto ( Japanese 1948-), Susan Derges (English 1955-) and 

Murray Fredericks (Australian 1970-), have harnessed photography’s ability to 

transcend the mere ocular and present new ways of seeing the landscape which 

are not immediately perspicuous and in so doing affirm that photography, in fact, 

does possess a language that can express experience and consciousness. It could 

be argued that the language of photography is the language of space and time, 

allowing both the artist and the viewer, when harnessed, to glimpse consciousness 

and the unseen.  

Jonathan Crary (Suspensions of Perception, 1999) discusses this collapse of 

the camera obscura model of vision and the emergence of physiological optics 

from the early 1890s, reinforcing the notion that perception was not a matter 

of relatively passive reception of an image of an exterior world, but that the 

makeup and capacities of the observer contributes to the making of perception 

and therefore detailing new interpretive and pragmatic functions of an observing 

subject.



Sugimoto’s celebrated series Seascapes are described as offering a glimpse of the 

metaphysical and existential within the landscape. As much an exploration of the 

spiritual, physical and the phenomenology of the photographic frame, the works’ 

distillation of the photographic landscape, asserting and negating perspective and 

the horizon (which itself is an ocular construct), the Seascape series  

[figure 14] challenge our perception of linearity, time and space, and perhaps 

more importantly our position within this lexicon – as an observer or participant. 

Fredericks’s compositions embrace the absence of anything, the void, seeking 

to query our unconscious response to emptiness, prompting the viewer to 

contemplate the relationships between the physical and spiritual realms, and in so 

doing disproving Berger’s assumption. For surely the language of photography is 

space and time itself, captured through the universal constant – light. 

19

Figure 14
Hiroshi SUGIMOTO
Day Seascape Series      1982/88
Monochromatic print
41 x 53 cms
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Selûne 2016 [figure 15], bears similarities to both Sugimoto’s Seascapes and 

Fredericks Salt works demonstrating the spatial essence developed within 

this body of work seeking to force our unconsciousness into a process of 

phenomenological recognition.  Unlike Sugimoto whom negates perspective 

through shifting visual clarity of the horizon, I have anchored my images with a 

low horizon line as a means to wrest the composition from obscurity and ground 

the visual aesthetic towards suggesting something that is known and familiar.  

Where Sugimoto aspires towards achieving spatial ambiguity and a flattening 

of perspective to suggest a visual and perceptual experience of time and space, 

Selûne embraces a distinct spatial composition and perspective that shifts the 

viewers gaze across the frame to reinforce a sense of time shifting, movement and 

existentialism.  Theorist Rosalind Krauss describes how surrealist photography 

has the effect of convulsing reality… visual perception that tricks us into 

misrecognition of objects, forcing us to doubt our eyes and become aware of the 

role that our unconscious plays in the process of recognition.22 

Figure 15
Shane FITZGERALD
Selûne      2016
Fujiflex print
120 x 176 cms



Australian artist Murray Fredericks’s Salt series [figure 16] of Lake Eyre 

challenges conventional notions of landscape photography by not depicting 

the landscape at all but rather empty space and infinite nothingness. Fredericks 

seeks to engage the unconscious through a careful, reflected, distillation of the 

Lake Eyre landscape to produce images which are possessed with otherworldly 

qualities and cosmological spatial perspectives thus establishing a visual language 

that encourages the viewer to look and consider beyond the physical realm and 

into the void.    

 “In the end, what we see are not really places at all. We’re only looking at space.  

 And whatever meaning these so-called places might have is inserted into them  

 by the way the space is handled. Hopefully, the spaces in these images will   

 open up to the viewers another space, a greater space, where they can insert  

 their own meanings into the photographic moment.”23

21

Figure 16
Murray FREDERICKS
Salt 199     2007
digital pigment print on cotton rag
120 x 150 cms
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In comparison, English artist Susan Derges uses camera-less techniques to capture 

the intangible and the essence of time in its natural state. Derges’s work seeks to 

capture external natural realities which take on a metaphorical dimension echoing 

the unconscious. Despite this similarity in approach Derges’ work is primarily 

concerned with the subtleties of nature and our connectedness (or perhaps 

disconnectedness) with it. 

Her works are intimate investigations of reflected spatial realities capturing 

both visible and invisible scientific and natural processes and, unlike Sugimoto 

and Fredericks, her works more profoundly explore photography’s capacity for 

experimentation and invention, and through this, transformation.  For the River 

Taw 1997 series [figure 17] she worked at night, placing photographic paper on 

the river bed allowing the images to be exposed through ambient light, aided 

by the use of a flash gun.24 Derges, by contrast, essentially relegates the camera 

apparatus as redundant yet similarly reverses photography’s subtractive tendencies 

by painting with light producing photographic works which are not accidental yet 

remain antecedent. 

Figure 17
Susan DERGES
River Taw Series     1997
unique dye-deconstruction prints
161 x 65 cms (each)
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Pre-visualisation, exploration and a profound understanding of the relationship 

between light and exposure is similarly evidenced in Benthic I: Dawn 2017  

[figure 18]. In contrast to Sugimoto, Fredericks and Derges, the creation of  

Benthic I: Dawn relegates the camera apparatus as a mere vessel through which to 

reverse photography’s subtractive tendencies by painting with light to produce a 

work which is neither accidental or antecedent. Through this additive approach, 

which is more akin to painting, I am able to develop a visual construct which 

aspires to create associative attachment towards the subject — essentially a 

visualisation of the intangible rendered tangible through visual language and 

photographic process — a form of subjectivity which asserts that which Henri 

Lefebvre (French 1901-1991) describes as a production of space (Lefebvre, 1991).

Figure 18
Shane FITZGERALD
Benthic I: Dawn   2017
Fujiflex print
110 x 163 cms
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In Constructing Photography: Fiction as Cultural Evidence, Hanno Hardt asserts 

that every photograph contributes to the creation of a particular truth, based on 

culturally specific insights regarding intentions and purposes of the photographer, 

the photographed, or the reader of the photograph.25   Typically, photographs of 

landscapes are conventionally perceived as mirroring something real, implying 

that the work requires the viewer some semblance of knowing the details of 

cultural, geographical or historical contexts through which to interpret the work 

otherwise the subjective representation, without these contexts, merely becomes 

an encounter with the photographer as author, a self-portrait of its creator.26 

Arguably it is this form of subjective representation, as opposed to objective 

accuracy, that informs the sensibilities in works such as Untitled 1997/98  

(Bill Henson, Australian 1955-) [figure 19], Deep South 2 1998  

(Sally Mann, American 1951-) [figure 21], Moonrise requiês 2016 [figure 20] 

and Incongruous Landscape II [monolith] 2017 [figure 22] which assists in 

suspending judgement whilst interrogating photographic fiction.  Each work 

demonstrates the artists profound understanding of the photographic process, 

harnessing the subjective qualities of the medium to evoke, in an otherwise non-

descript or imagined landscape, deeply atmospheric images reminiscent of the 

pictorial traditions of 19th century photography. 

These constructed realities impact the viewer with sense of mystery, 

nondisclosure, a form of visual ambiguity, that is heightened by dramatic use of 

light and soft focus that lends the works a timeless, trace like and otherworldly 

quality. Berger questions whether this form of photographic ambiguity may 

suggest photography’s unique means and capacity for visual expression, another 

way of telling that, unlike the translational properties of painting and drawing, 

preserves a set of appearances allowing the viewer to read across them and to find 

a synchronic coherence, which instead of visual narration, instigates ideas and 

meaning.27 
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top:
Figure 19
Bill HENSON
Untitled    1997/98
Chromogenic print
127.9 x 180 cms 

bottom:
Figure 20
Shane FITZGERALD
Moonrise requiês   2016
Fujiflex print
120 x 179 cms
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Figure 21
Sally MANN
Deep South 2    1998
silver gelatin print
94.5 x 118.5 cms 

Figure 22
Shane FITZGERALD
Incongruous Landscape II [Monolith]  2017
Fujiflex prints
120 x 477 cms (overall)



In comparison celebrated Yungul Mungi artist Angelina George represents 

the northern Australian landscape, it’s intense colours, spatial diversity and 

luminosity, through a form of visual naivety that embraces Western conventions 

of representation in favour of the cartographic patterned approaches synonymous 

with indigenous art.  Whereas Henson and Mann establish synchronic visual 

language to establish narrative coherence and subjectiveness in their works, 

George’s deep connection with Country allows her to produce seemingly 

simplistic representations of landscape that are at once immediately recognisable 

and accessible — but are in fact deceptively complex and expressive works 

imbued with epistemic values that establish a set of appearances that reflect 

coherent narratives of space, structure and an acute awareness of place as 

evidenced in My Imagined Country 2006 [figure 23].  

27

Figure 23
Angelina GEORGE
My imagined country  2006
synthetic polymer paint on canvas
160 x 250 cms
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This inherent knowledge of space and the environment and the ability to reduce 

the visual complexity of the landscape, whilst retaining familiar detail and 

significant forms, elevating the work beyond the mere visual and mimetic is 

further demonstrated in works such as Central Desert, mirage 2014  

[figure 24] and Orpheus (Goolboddi requiem) 2017 [figure 25] which were 

produced having been invited to Country to spend extended periods of time 

observing the landscape and the arid and tropical environments of northern 

Australia.  These works serve to remind us of the contradictory yet interwoven 

forces of nature, at once spectacular and sublime, destructive and transformative, 

and the spatial relationships prevalent in these regions.  

As with all of my works these images are fictitious imaginary landscapes 

not antecedent of any actual place or space, however they are unmistakably 

representative and familiar, an equally synchronic and epistemic visual 

construction that, as Sally Butler describes has an unusual effect of hyper-reality 

that is specific in detail, yet utterly abstract in totality.28

My works are drawn from personal experience, deeply rooted within the 

landscape and a desire to investigate our emotional intelligence of the world 

around us, demonstrating how our very psyche is deeply embedded within the 

natural and spiritual environments. Whilst I profess to seek inspiration from 

pushing the boundaries of Photomedia practice, I do so through a genuine 

fascination and appreciation of the language of photography and not through any 

motivations specifically informed by current global art movements and trends.  

When constructing my photographic works I draw inspiration from the landscape 

and environments of central and far north Queensland, and northern Australia 

more broadly, and in many ways challenge and respond to how shifting visual 

language traditions in representing the landscape in Australian art have defined 

regional perspectives.29 
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Figure 24
Shane FITZGERALD
Central Desert, mirage   2014
Fujiflex print
110 x 161 cms

Figure 25
Shane FITZGERALD
Orpheus (Goolboddi requiem)   2017
Fujiflex print
120 x 186 cms
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Landscape as muse, inspiration and subject has, and remains, a prevalent theme 

in Australian art, yet despite this, very little photographic work of rigour and 

substance exploring the northern Australian landscape exists. To understand why 

and how this has occurred we need to understand Australia’s colonial history and 

how the spread of artistic practice coincided with settlement and expansionism 

throughout the continent. 

Northern Australian art during colonisation and settlement was limited as the 

artistic and political frameworks tended to be more botanical, zoological and 

scientific in nature, documenting the native flora, fauna and hardships endured on 

expeditions charting the coastline and explorations into central Australia.30 

Early landscape depictions of this period were typically confined to artists 

painterly impressions of an Arcadian landscape imbued with ‘noble savages’, 

picturesque vistas and exoticism, that tended to lend themselves to the traditions 

of colonial romanticism, often completed upon their return and fashioned from 

sketches and studies conducted during the voyages. Notable among these are the 

works by English landscape artist William Westall (English 1781-1850)  

[figure 26].

Figure 26
William WESTALL
View of Port Bowen, Queensland, August 1802    1802
oil on canvas
87.1 x 127.8 cms 



During the early to mid 1800’s professional artists began settling in Australia and 

began capturing the Australian landscape with greater fervour. In the southern 

states (New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania) artists schooled in Europe 

— Nicholas Chevalier (Russian 1828-1902), Eugene von Guerard (Austrian 

1811-1901) [figure 27], Louis Buvelot (Swiss 1814-1888), John Glover (English 

1767-1849) [figure 28]— would devote themselves to conveying the sublime 

grandeur and beauty of the Australian landscape, with the former approaching 

their paintings in what is considered late examples of the ‘typical’ landscape, and 

the latter defining the Australian landscape through reworking devices of the 

French Barbizon School which would set the foundations for the avant-garde 

styles of Australian art at the turn of the twentieth century.31  
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Figure 27
Eugene VON GUERARD
Mount William as seen from Mount Dryden  
in the Grampians, Victoria   1892
oil on board
26 x 33.5 cms

Figure 28
John GLOVER
Mount Wellington with Orphan Asylum,  
Van Diemen’s Land   1837
oil on canvas
76 x 114.2 cms
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Not until the latter part of the 1800’s — when a wave of settlement occurred in 

northern Australia — would artists travel north and begin capturing the exotic 

atmosphere and environment of the tropics. Little is known of these artists with 

few works held in collections as most artists tended to be amateur’s intent on 

seeking work on the newly established pastoralist stations being established 

throughout the region.  Notable among the professional artists that journeyed 

to this region are William Allom (English 1832-1902) [figure 29], Isaac Walter 

Jenner (English 1837-1902) [figure 30] and Edward Bevan (English 1854-1898) 

whom each painted scenes of the Townsville landscape in what could be described 

as an expressive manner that tended to place emphasis on capturing the quality of 

light and drama, rather than any picturesque or romantic tendencies.32 

Interestingly, during this same period cultural sensibilities shifted in the southern 

states and the notion of painting the Australian landscape in the picturesque 

tradition was superseded by the development of a distinctly Australian 

impressionism with visual elements being portrayed truthful to the Australian 

landscape, yet coincidently remaining nostalgic for colonial life.33

The mid 1900’s, more broadly, would herald a defining period in the development 

of artistic practice in, and of, central and far north Queensland.  Notable artists 

such as Russell Drysdale (English 1912-1981), Sidney Nolan (Australian 1917-

1992), Margaret Olley (Australian 1923-2011), Frank Hinder (Australian 1906-

1992), John Olsen (Australian 1928-), Fred Williams (Australian 1927-1982), 

John Coburn (Australian 1925-2006) and Noel Wood (Australian 1912-2001) 

would seek inspiration in northern Australia with the experience of the tropics 

becoming a key element in their life and work, and for others a stimulant which 

would inspire works of originality and quality. 
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Figure 29
William ALLOM
Townsville   1884
oil on canvas
61 x 107 cms

Figure 30
Isaac Walter JENNER
Townsville    c.1900
oil on canvas
20.7x 40.9 cms 
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Works produced during this period would define a dramatic shift in the 

representation of the Australian landscape as artists departed from impressionistic 

tendencies towards modernism, shedding naturalistic detail in favour of 

intensifying colour, simplifying form and expressing the semiological properties 

of the landscape.34  Of these artists, South Australian painter Noel Wood  

[figure 31] was an exception as he was the only artist in the first half of the 

twentieth century whom established his national profile from a regional base 

in far north Queensland, remaining the most prominent artist to live in north 

Queensland until Ray Crooke (Australian 1922-2015) settled in Cairns some 

thirty years later.35  

Living as a recluse on Bedarra Island for over 45 years, Wood would become 

recognised as one of Australia’s most prominent artists during the 1930s and 

an early pioneer of the modernist Australian painting movement, capturing 

the unique landscape and spatial environments of the tropical north.  ‘Brilliant 

paintings’ headed the description of his exhibition at David Jones Art Gallery, 

Sydney in 1939 and continued:  

 He sets luxuriant foliage down on canvas in meticulous detail, and    

 breathes life into it. He is sensitive to the swift atmospheric changes of   

 that tropical climate, and they too find vital expression. And, supremely  

 important, Mr Wood rejoices in the lush colour of it all — the hard blue  

 shadows, the pale green and the dark green, the flat grey of a bay under a  

 rain shower. There is no monotony in the series’.36
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By the turn of the twenty-first century artists would respond to the rapid and 

dramatic shifts in the social, cultural and economic norms in a world marked by 

hitherto unprecedented interconnectedness, the rapid rise of new technologies, 

and shifting social and political narratives. Racial categorisation and displacement, 

landscape and the environment, technology and hybridity would engender a 

cultural shift by artists seeking to question previous notions of history, identity 

and representation. 

Figure 31
Noel WOOD
Brammo Bay (Dunk Island)  1946
oil on composition board
46 x 58 cms
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In central and northern Australia, indigenous artists such as Gordon Bennett 

(Australian 1955-2014) [figure 32] and Angelina George (Australian 1937-2014)  

[figure 33] would reclaim western tropes in the representation of the Australian 

landscape thus drawing attention to the historical frameworks and colonial 

legacies which have impacted Country and indigenous communities whilst 

emigrant artists such as Peter Indans (Latvian 1947-2011) [figure 34] and  

Anneke Silver (Dutch 1937-) [figure 35] would seek renewed approaches 

in responding to pictorial traditions through which to investigate the unique 

properties of the landscape of northern Australia.

Figure 32
Gordon Bennett
Triptych:  
Requiem,  
Of grandeur,  
Empire    1989
oil and photograph on canvas
(a) 120 x 120 cms 
(b) 200 x 150 cms 

Figure 33
Angelina GEORGE
Limmen Gorge   2006
synthetic polymer paint on canvas
200 x 250 cms
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Figure 34
Peter INDANS
Untitled [Blackdown Tableland]   1984
oil on canvas
153 x 122 cms 

Figure 35
Anneke SILVER
Joining the main stream   2015
mixed media on canvas
61 x 61 cms
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A central dialogue in the compositional and visual aesthetic of my work is the 

development of spatial relationships achieve through a sense of form between 

planar dynamics.  Specifically, this often presented as a sharp contrast between 

the foreground and background thus offering paradoxical shifts between 

topographical and linear perspectives which assist in creating a visual language 

that supports the notion of three-dimensionality on a two-dimensional plane.   

A similar aesthetic, with a somewhat flatter perspective, can be found in the work 

of notable landscape painter Fred Williams.  As previously discussed Williams 

spent periods in the north Queensland environment observing the tropical 

landscape and its unique colour and spatial properties captured in works such as 

Coastline, Weipa 1977 [figure 36]. 

Williams’ Biographer, James Mollison writes:  

 The final flowering of Williams’s art was in the paintings of Weipa, and the  

 following Pilbara series. The first group came after a 1977 trip to the outback  

 mining operations of Comalco Ltd at Weipa on Cape York Peninsula,  

 Queensland, where he had his first extensive view of the land from a light  

 plane… He painted the bright light over the landscape as he saw it late in the  

 afternoon; the colour of the paintings is unexpected but accurate. The  

 perspective in some of these works is a bird’s-eye view and in others a view of  

 the horizon line seen at an angle from a plane coming in to land. The beauty of  

 the paint in colour and texture of these paintings, as in so many of Williams’s  

 pictures, is exceptional in late twentieth-century art.37

Paluma 2014 [figure 37] draws upon similar tonal and compositional values 

to produce a work of profound subtlety and unique perspective, which, unlike 

Williams’ Coastline Weipa being described as ‘accurate’, is stripped of all 

geographical, topographical and tonal complexity. 
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Compositionally Paluma further investigates the linear perspective synonymous 

with my visual aesthetic extending beyond a single frame device towards a 

panoramic presentation of scale (110 x 308 cms) aspiring to reinforce the scale 

and spatial properties of the expansive coastal profile referenced within the 

work. The emerging paradox is a photographic work that does not rely what is 

depicted but on the imagination of the observer in establishing its visual truth or 

authenticity.

Figure 36
Fred WILLIAMS
Coastline, Weipa    1977
Gouache on paper
57.4 x 150.2 cms 

Figure 37
Shane FITZGERALD
Paluma  2014
Fujiflex print
110 x 308 cms
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Conclusion

As evidenced my practice is deeply embedded within the traditions of the 

photographic medium, yet I also seek to redefine what photography is and what 

it can represent. Having spent well over a decade investigating abstraction as a 

means of expressing the hidden or unseen qualities of the natural environment 

and exploring photography’s ability to transcend preconceived notions inherent 

in conventional perceptions of the medium my work is conceptual as much as it is 

technical and not just a mimetic reflection of an external world, but more so visual 

manifestations of an unconscious revealed. 

The calibre of creative output defined through this period showcases a significant 

progression within my practice through the production of a body of works which 

remains experimental in responding to and challenging photographic conventions.  

The resulting body of works present visually complex and formally resolved 

images imbued with a consistent and distinctive visual language that positions 

my work with pluralistic tendencies between the lexicon of contemporary 

photographic practice and painterly traditions. A visually unique representation 

of the spatial essence of the northern Australian environment that hitherto was 

unrealised in my work and which subsequently sets the work apart from my 

contemporaries. 

As a regional artist practicing in a regional environment it is entirely appropriate 

to question the historical and contemporary precedents which inform the societal, 

environmental and cultural fabric I am placed. In this respect I consider myself 

and my practice part of the cohort of contemporary artists that identify with the 

landscape and our relationships to nature. Whilst conventional expectations of 

photography encourage us to seek literal representations of subjects and straight-

forward versions of visual truth I prefer to challenge photographic conventions 

through exploring what Charlotte Cotton describes as photography’s enduring 

capacity to abstract and give form to our experiences, continuously reworking and 

reviving the traditions.38 
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Appendix A 
Catalogue of Works Completed During Masters 

* All works completed by Shane Fitzgerald during the Masters Period: 2014 - 2017

** Works are credited by Title, Medium, Date, Size (height x width) in centimetres

Incongruous landscape I [Vista]   2016
Fujiflex print
120 x 398 cms

Incongruous Landscape II [Monolith]  2017
Fujiflex prints
120 x 477 cms (overall)
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Capricornia requiem   2017
Fujiflex print
120 x 199 cms

Benthic I: Dawn   2017
Fujiflex print
110 x 163 cms
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Incendiary I: Canefire  2016
Fujiflex prints
153 x 225cms (overall)

Orpheus (Goolboddi requiem)   2017
Fujiflex print
120 x 186 cms
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Selûne      2016
Fujiflex print
120 x 176 cms

Central Desert, mirage   2014
Fujiflex print
110 x 161 cms
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Moonrise requiês   2016
Fujiflex print
120 x 179 cms

Benthic rhythm II   2017
Fujiflex prints
150 x 225cms (overall)
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Incendiary III: scorched   2016
Fujiflex prints
153 x 285cms (overall)

Aurora study I  2017
Fujiflex print
120 x 208 cms
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Nocturne II   2014
Fujiflex print
110 x 185 cms

Benthic II: Dusk   2017
Fujiflex print
110 x 157 cms
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Aurora study II  2017
Fujiflex print
120 x 177 cms

Torres study I   2017
Fujiflex print
120 x 177 cms
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Paluma  2014
Fujiflex print
110 x 308 cms

Peripeteia   2014
Fujiflex prints
100 x 340cms (overall)

Torres study II   2017
Fujiflex print
120 x 514 cms
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Incendiary II: Incandêscere   2017
Fujiflex print
146 x 75 cms
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